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Abstract. Urban railway systems are increasingly relying on information and
communications technologies (ICT). This evolution makes cybersecurity an im-
portant concern, in addition to the traditional focus on reliability, availability,
maintainability and safety. In this paper, we examine two examples of cyber-
intensive systems in urban railway environments—a communications-based train
control system, and a mobile app that provides transit information to commuters—
and use them to study the challenges for conducting security analysis in this do-
main. We show the need for a cyber-physical perspective in order to understand
the cross-domain attack/defense and the complicated physical consequence of cy-
ber breaches. We present security analysis results from two different methods that
are used in the safety and ICT security engineering domains respectively, and use
them as concrete references to discuss the way to move forward.
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1 Introduction

Information and communications technologies (ICT) play a vital role in helping rail-
way operators improve their system safety and service reliability, provide higher tran-
sit capacity, and keep the costs of building, operating, and maintaining their infras-
tructure in check. For example, many urban transportation systems around the world
have deployed some form of communications-based automatic train control (e.g., [1],
[2]). In those systems, multiple cyber components, including wireless communication,
software-defined control logic, and near-real-time data visualization at control centers,
have been introduced to replace their conventional physical counterparts. As another
example, with smart phones becoming ubiquitous, transit operators (e.g., [3], [4]) are
introducing mobile apps to provide consumers with information about train schedules,
as well as push-notifications about emergency events or other relevant information.

While the benefits of digitizing urban railway systems are obvious, the potential
implications of this evolution could be multi-faceted and profound, especially when it
comes to the issue of security. For older railway systems, where train protection is based
on track circuits and mechanical relay signaling, the security concerns reside primarily
in the physical domain. In comparison, the ICT components used in newer automatic



train control systems expose additional cyber attack surfaces, which could allow sophis-
ticated attackers to combine cyber attack vectors with physical attack means to achieve
malicious goals. This makes it difficult to assess the security of digitized urban railway
systems using traditional approaches (e.g., safety analysis methods) that are most fa-
miliar to transit operators and other stakeholders. At the same time, security analysis
approaches used in other ICT systems (e.g., enterprise networks) are also not readily
applicable to urban railway systems, since cyber components can have complicated in-
teractions with the physical assets, or even passengers (e.g., with a false notification
through a mobile app).

In this work, we take a close look at two concrete examples of cyber-intensive
systems used in urban railway environments—a communications-based train control
(CBTC) system and a mobile transit information app—and use them to analyze the
cyber-physical security challenges introduced by the digitization of urban railway sys-
tems. At the high level, we identify two key challenges:

– Cross-domain attack and defense: For a digitized urban railway system, with its
many components that span a large geographic area in the physical domain and
interconnect with each other in the cyber domain, attack and defense can manifest
in multiple stages, involving both cyber and physical actions.

– Physical-domain consequences from cyber breaches: Security breaches in the
cyber domain, such as falsified information or malicious control logic, can have
a complicated impact on the physical domain, which is also subject to an urban
railway system’s underlying design features, such as fail-safe mechanisms.

The evolution of urban railway systems requires the corresponding evolution of
security analysis methodologies—in particular, the need for encompassing a system-
atic cyber-physical perspective. In the second part of this work, we make an initial
attempt to apply existing security analysis approaches for the CBTC and mobile tran-
sit information app cases. We use these two examples to illustrate the implications of
the two challenges mentioned above. In particular, we find that in the CBTC example,
the Failure Modes, Vulnerabilities and Effects Analysis (FMVEA) approach [5], which
originates from the safety engineering domain, provides a convenient starting point,
since the primary concern in train signaling is avoiding “hazards” such as train colli-
sions or derailments, regardless of whether they are caused by cyber or physical means.
However, new extensions are needed to better model the complicated cross-domain
multi-stage attacks. On the other hand, in the second example of a mobile transit in-
formation app where the delivery of accurate, relevant, and timely information is the
key, we find attack tree analysis [6], which is used widely in ICT systems, can serve
as a natural starting point, although further extension to better understand the physical
consequences of cyber security breaches is necessary.

In summary, we analyze the cyber-physical security implications of the ongoing
evolution of urban railway systems, present analysis results obtained from two different
methods, and use them as concrete references to discuss the way to move forward. We
begin by discussing features of urban railway systems and describing the two example
cases in Section 2. In Section 3 we present our efforts to apply different methods to
analyze the security risk in the two cases. In Section 4 we summarize our findings and
provide additional recommendations for future work. We then conclude in Section 5.
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Fig. 1. An example CBTC system and its simplified data flow for LMA determination.

2 Railway Security Risks and Implications

To provide safe, dependable, and efficient transportation service, a rail transport oper-
ator needs to coordinate dozens of different systems, including, e.g., the railway sig-
nalling system, fire detection/suppression system, ventilation system, traction power
system, passenger information system, and fare collection system. The increasing re-
liance of such systems on ICT introduces cybersecurity risks with complex cyber-
physical implications, as exemplied by the two scenarios we describe next.

2.1 Scenario 1: Risks in CBTC Systems

The train control/railway signaling system is a safety-critical system that lies in the
core of a railway infrastructure. It can be implemented in diverse forms: from a purely
manual form as in the early days, to a fully automatic form as in the communications-
based train control (CBTC) systems that serve many cities today. Traditionally, fixed
block signaling is used, where the track is divided into physical sections, and no more
than one train is allowed in each section. Today’s urban railway systems increasingly
use a moving block design, which gets rid of the fixed blocks so the block locations
and lengths can be dynamically changed according to train location, weight and speed.
One primary advantage of a moving block system is that the spacing between trains is
reduced, allowing for higher capacity for transit operators.

Broadly speaking, a CBTC system [7] consists of trainborne systems, wayside sys-
tems, and a central management system, which are all connected continuously through
high-speed data communication networks, as shown in the left subfigure of Fig. 1. They
implement automatic train protection (ATP), automatic train operation (ATO), and auto-
matic train supervision (ATS) functions. The right subfigure of Fig. 1 shows a simplified
data flow diagram for some key CBTC operations. The train determines its position and
speed based on data from onboard sensors (tachometer, Doppler) and data from the
absolute position reference (APR) beacons located on the track. It submits train data
(including position and speed) via the radio-based communication link to the wayside



system, which is further connected with the central ATS system located at the opera-
tions control center (OCC). In a fully-automated CBTC system, zone controllers use the
high-resolution train information to determine for trains their limit of movement author-
ity (LMA), which describes the distance on the tracks until the next obstacle. A zone
controller sends individual commands to each train under its control. The trainborne
ATP and ATO systems then use the LMA information in conjunction with local train
data to issue appropriate train control commands to the train, typically through some
driver machine interface (DMI). Many CBTC systems also include auxiliary wayside
systems (AWS), which implement auxiliary functionalities (e.g., interlocking) that can
provide a “fall-back” signaling system if some other CBTC components become faulty.
Cyber-physical challenges for analyzing CBTC’s security risk. By using radio-based
digital transmission (instead of track circuits) to determine train location and perform
train-trackside data communications, CBTC can increase the capacity, reduce the amount
of wayside equipment needed, and improve the reliability. However, the new digital ele-
ments in CBTC — the passive APR beacons that provide accurate localization to trains,
the trainborne and wayside systems that implement control logic in software, the radio-
based communication system, and the central ATS at the OCC all present potential
new attack surfaces. These components are interconnected, and engineered with vari-
ous safety-enhancing mechanisms, e.g., physical access control, redundant data sources
and networks, and fault-response procedures. This complexity makes it challenging to
analyze the security level of such a system. In particular, an attacker can start from a
physically less protected component (e.g., devices used by system maintenance staff),
exploit a series of system vulnerabilities to compromise more critical ones, along the
way leveraging or bypassing various safety-enhancing mechanisms, and finally use the
compromised critical components to cause physical consequences.

2.2 Scenario 2: Risks in Mobile Transit Information Apps

The complicated coupling of different systems in an urban railway can lead to secu-
rity implications with cascading effects. For example, while the public address (PA) or
public information display (PID) systems do not directly impose safety issues, abus-
ing those systems can potentially lead to overcrowding which could indirectly impact
the passengers’ safety. Also, for a rail transit operator, there are important non-safety-
related security concerns: for example, whether an attack will cause interruption or
degradation of service, leakage of information, loss of fare revenue, or damage to their
reputation. This is the focus of our second risk scenario.

Traditionally in public transit systems, the operators at the operations control center
and individual train stations broadcast traffic update information to commuters via the
PID and PA systems. Beyond ordinary information such as train arrival times, those
systems are also used to inform commuters of incidents, delays and even the crowded-
ness of certain routes, to advise them on alternative routes and means of transportation.
Recently, urban rail systems have started to extend such information updates to mobile
apps installed on commuters’ mobile devices (e.g., [3] [4]). For simplicity, we call them
PID apps in this paper. PID apps can also push messages to end users regarding spe-
cific incidents, enabling commuters to plan adjustments to their route ahead of time.
However, such extended PID or PA channels could be misused.
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Fig. 2. Railway PA/PID systems, simplified from [8].

Cyber-physical challenges for analyzing PID apps security risk. As Fig. 2 illustrates,
the emerging adoption of PID apps has complicated the landscape of passenger traffic
updates with additional channels and terminals that are much harder to properly secure.
Although traditional PID/PA systems are clearly not immune from cyber threats, at-
tackers would have to gain non-trivial physical access to well-guarded control rooms or
direct connections with in-station PID or PA systems before they could launch attacks.
These physical proximity requirements limit the time, venue, as well as scale of the
attacks, and can easily expose attackers to monitoring systems and security personnel.
On the other hand, the traffic update messages pushed to PID apps are potentially more
susceptible to cyber attackers. The primary cause is that the communication channel for
them is outside the premise and control of typical public transport operators. The PID
app server has to deliver the messages to the mobile apps via internet, which makes it
a much more accessible target for cyber attackers than control servers well protected in
the OCC. As we describe in Section 3.2, there are various vectors that cyber attackers
can utilize to compromise the traffic update messages pushed to commuters’ PID apps,
with no or reduced reliance on physical access to the system.

In addition to examining cyber-physical intrusions, a systematic security analysis
also needs to assess the physical consequence of possible cyber incidents in such sys-
tems. For example, announcing to all passengers that a certain train service has broken
down, or that they can enjoy free rides on a certain route could cause abnormal and even
unsafe crowding (e.g., stampeding) at stations or on trains.

3 Applying Existing Security Analysis Approaches

It is important to conduct a thorough and systematic analysis to understand the security
postures of urban railway systems. There is a clear gap in this regard. In particular, in
current railway safety standards like EN 5012X Series [9] for general railway systems
and IEEE 1474 Series [7] for CBTC systems, security is still a lesser concern. Mean-
while, there is also a large body of research work and industrial experience to draw
upon. On the one hand, there are well-established approaches for safety-critical system
engineering (e.g., HAZOP [10] and FMEA [11]), and noticeable efforts (e.g., [12], [5])
have been devoted to extending some of those methodologies to also consider the se-
curity aspect. On the other hand, security assessment methodologies for ICT systems
have been studied and applied for a few decades (e.g., [6], [13], [14]), with several re-
cent efforts focusing on cybersecurity issues of critical infrastructures (e.g., [15], [16]).



Table 1. Excerpt of FMVEA results for a CBTC system

Element Failure /
Threat Mode

Direct Effect System Effect Cause S P ID

Train
Odometry

APR beacon
fails to send
data

Train receives
no data from
APR beacon

Missing data can be detected through comparison
with tacho, Doppler data and track geometry; the
affected train switches to fail-safe state

Failure of hardware / soft-
ware in APR Beacons

I - 1

Attacker jams or disables
APR beacons

I 4 2

Attacker
manipulates
data from APR
beacon

Train receives
wrong data
from APR
beacon

Wrong data can be detected through comparison
with tacho data and track geometry; the affected
train switches to fail-safe state

Attacker manipulates APR
beacons

I 3 3

Attacker installs additional
APR beacons

I 3 4

Signaling
Network

Attacker sends
wrong LMA to
train

Train receives
wrong LMA

Train ATO and ATP detect inconsistent LMA; the
affected train switches to fail-safe state

Attacker installs additional
wireless transmitter to send
manipulated LMA to train

I 3 5

Attacker sends
spoofed train
data to wayside
system

ATS slows
down trains
to adjust for
additional train

OCC raises an alarm to investigate the event Attacker installs additional
wireless transmitter to send
spoofed train data to wayside
system

I 3 6

Attacker blocks
the authenti-
cated LMA

Train ATO and
ATP stop to re-
ceive LMA

All trains switch to fail-safe mode Attacker gains access to sig-
naling network and jams
transmission

III 2 7

3.1 Analysis of Scenario 1 with FMVEA Method

With the increasing awareness of the security implications for safety-critical systems,
safety assessment methodologies and standards are being extended to explicitly take
security into account. A recent example is the Failure Modes, Vulnerabilities and Ef-
fects Analysis (FMVEA) approach [5], which extends the well-established Failure Mode
and Effects Analysis (FMEA) methodology [11] to include security related risks. Since
safety remains the top concern for CBTC systems, we start our security analysis of Sce-
nario 1 by using this safety engineering methodology extended with security features.

FMEA starts by dividing the studied system into elements. One then analyzes each
of the elements one by one to identify potential failure modes. Afterwards, based on the
functions of elements and their interactions, one rates the effects of each failure mode
on the system’s safety. For failure modes with intolerable system effects, one further
identifies the causes. If enough information is available, one can further determine the
risk based on the severity of the system effect and the probability of the causes. As its
security generalization, FMVEA considers both failure modes and threat modes. While
a failure mode describes the manner in which a component fails, a threat mode describes
the manner in which a component can be misused by a potential attacker. Failure causes
are also extended to include vulnerabilities and intentional malicious actions. The risk
of a mode is determined not only by the system attributes, but also by the properties of
potential attackers.
FMVEA based security analysis. We follow the FMVEA approach to conduct a sys-
tematic analysis of various failure and threat modes of a CBTC system. For each ele-
ment in Fig. 1, potential failure and threat modes, their direct and system effects, and
causes are identified. Due to space limitation, we report a selected subset of our FMVEA
results in Table 1. Column S depicts the severity, and column P depicts the susceptibil-
ity against potential attacks, based on reachability and knowledge about the element.
As shown in the table, a potential threat mode for APR beacon is forged messages. This
causes incorrect position data for the train, which would lead to an inconsistency be-
tween the position data from the APR beacon and the position data inferred from the
tacho and track geometry. When such an inconsistency is detected, the train will send



an alarm to the wayside system and switch to a fail-safe state. We also identify poten-
tial causes in order to assess the risks. For example, forged data from an APR beacon
could be caused by manipulating an existing APR beacon or installing additional APR
beaconing devices, both of which require cyber and physical actions.

Our FMVEA result shows that no single failure or threat mode directly leads to a
safety hazard, due to the built-in safety-assured design features, specifically, redundancy
checking and triggering of fail-safe mode under lost communication or inconsistent in-
formation. However, we do identify cases (e.g., case 6) where an attacker may be able
to gradually influence measured position and speed to manipulate the system into a haz-
ardous situation. Launching such an attack, however, requires access to the trainborne
network and the manipulation of multiple measured values.

While our analysis does not identify major safety risks, there are multiple single
events that can lead to degradation of functionality and system availability. For example,
manipulations of the APR beacons in the tracks (see cases 1–4) can lead to missing or
inconsistent data for the determination of the train position and cause a switch to a fail-
safe mode. If an attacker is able to compromise the signaling network via direct access
or via the installation of additional wireless antennas, she could cause the whole system
to switch to a fail-safe mode (see case 7). The built-in safety-assured mechanisms makes
such denial-of-service attacks easier to launch. This suggests some potential issue with
the EN 50129 approach, which considers the overloading of the transmission system
out-of-scope. While the EN 50129 approach is sound from a safety-centric perspective,
its potential implications to the system’s resilience and availability under malicious
threat scenarios require systematic investigation.

Gaps in analyzing multi-stage cross-domain attacks. While the FMVEA approach
helps an analyst to systematically consider failure and threat modes, their effects (i.e.,
physical consequences) and potential causes in an element-by-element manner, it does
not provide support for the analysis of multi-stage cross-domain attacks. For example,
consider a cyberattack on signaling network (case 7) that might cause critical incidents,
the analysis does not include information about how such attacks could be launched.
Also, in a multi-stage cross-domain attack an attacker may gain control of multiple ele-
ments. It does not readily provide the consequence analysis for such joined threat/failure
modes.

3.2 Analysis of Scenario 2 with Attack Tree Method

Since the delivery of accurate, relevant, and timely information is the key for a mobile
transit information app as described in our Scenario 2, we approach its analysis through
the application of methods that have been more widely adopted in ICT systems security
analysis context.

Assessment methodologies used in ICT security domain. ICT security analysis meth-
ods are often used to identify potential weaknesses (e.g., software vulnerabilities) in the
systems under inspection, and evaluate the likelihood of these weaknesses being mis-
used by an assumed attacker to penetrate the system. Such analysis can also include
assessing the consequences of successful attacks in terms of confidentiality, integrity,



Fig. 3. An attack tree on announcing fake messages. Branches are OR gates by default, unless
marked as AND gates. Bold italics denote attacks from PID apps.

and availability. Here we take attack tree analysis [6] as an example: this is a widely-
used technique to model attacker behaviour and deduce attack paths to a specific ma-
licious goal, which is usually associated with a certain asset. In the railway security
domain, the American Public Transportation Association [17] has recently proposed to
use attack trees to analyze “narrow and deep” security questions in railway systems.

Attack tree based analysis. Fig. 3 shows an attack tree that illustrates a selected subset
of possible attack vectors that can lead to the delivery of fake transit information to
passengers. We focus on the information integrity here, since such fake messages can be
used by attackers to mislead passengers into overcrowded stations, which could cause
safety hazards, e.g., stampedes.

The root node on top of the tree denotes the end goal of the threats, while the sub-
sequent nodes along the branches represent the sub-attacks that attackers can launch to
achieve the goal of the sub-attacks in the parent nodes. For instance, one of the ways
attackers can push fake transit information to passengers is to compromise the official
PID app, which in turn can be achieved by installing a malicious app on users’ phones
that are rooted. Furthermore, there can be various ways to install such a malicious app,
e.g., by uploading it to app stores, or by exploiting a drive-by download vulnerability
on victim users’ phones.

The attack tree here includes both traditional threats to the electronic display boards
in stations via physical attacks, as well as new threats brought in by PID apps (bold
italics). As we can see, PID apps can potentially open up a larger attack surface for



attackers to send fake transit information messages. With traditional display systems,
in order to achieve this, the attackers would have to physically go to the station or
control center, and manipulate either display board or server inside the control room.
With modern CCTV monitoring systems, the chances of an attacker being caught and
stopped is high. However, with PID apps in use, the attackers immediately gain access
to such transit messages with much greater “convenience”. For instance, they could sit
at home and launch remote attacks against the official rail transit operator’s PID server,
or set up a rogue WiFi access point (AP) in a backpack when taking the train. Making
matters worse, attackers have many other means to penetrate commuters’ mobile de-
vices directly and at a larger scale, e.g., by uploading a malicious app on Android or
iOS app store, which may appear as an interesting game app, but surreptitiously push
transit messages mimicking those from official PID apps.

Attack trees provide a convenient and intuitive way for security analysts to construct
an overview on how attackers can take steps to achieve their goals. It is also a generic
methodology that can model the blend of cyber and physical attacks in a unified way.
For example, Fig. 3 models both traditional physical threats as well as emerging cy-
ber threats, and how they may be exploited together by an attacker. With attack trees,
one can also associate each individual attack step (regardless of whether it is cyber or
physical) with some success probability (or more qualitative judgement about its like-
lihood). While it is much harder to obtain such quantitative data for security analysis
as compared to fault analysis with fault trees, rough estimation based on empirical at-
tacker models can help identifying more plausible attack paths. In particular, the overall
attack success probability for the whole tree can be computed according to the logical
(combinatorial) relationship among the different attack steps.

Note that the attack tree is only one example of the ICT security analysis methodolo-
gies available today. If necessary, more advanced security assessment tools are avail-
able, including, e.g., attack graph [13, 14], ADVISE [15], CyberSAGE [18], attack-
defense tree [19], etc. These tools support features such as automatic generation of
likely attack scenarios based on vulnerability and system information, and more de-
tailed modeling of attacker behavior and attacker/defender interactions.
Gaps in analyzing physical consequences of cyber breaches. While attack tree anal-
ysis provides support for modeling multi-stage cross-domain attacks, it provides little
aid and guidance in analyzing physical consequences of attacks, especially in terms of
quantifying the severity of the consequences along with the likelihood of attack steps.
We find that existing ICT security assessment methods generally lack in this aspect.
They do not have mechanisms to analyze physical consequences of cyber breaches, nor
do they provide support to incorporate such analysis results from other analysis meth-
ods. To meet the domain requirement of urban railway systems, it is important to extend
ICT security analysis methodologies, such as attack trees, with the necessary mecha-
nisms to have better capabilities of modeling physical consequences of cyber attacks.

4 Moving Forward

As illustrated in Section 3, the cyber-physical nature of modern railway systems presents
new challenges for the analysis of their security posture. In particular:



– Threat Prioritization. Modern urban railway systems present large attack sur-
faces. In risk-driven analysis, security analysts need to understand what attacks are
more likely to happen, considering factors like attacker motivation, skills, access,
and traceability of the attacks.

– Physical Consequences. Attacks on railway systems often ultimately aim at the
physical world. Security and safety analysts need to understand how cyber breaches
can lead to various physical consequences.

Addressing the above challenges demands an integrative cyber-physical perspec-
tive. For example, if an attacker wishes to manipulate LMA commands in a covert way,
she might consider different combinations of cyber and physical attack steps to find a
better attack sequence. In fact, in a recently published railway security analysis exer-
cise [17], the experts analyze different attack sequences for compromising a trackside
programmable logic controller (PLC) and argue that a multi-stage cross-domain attack
is among the most likely to happen since it reduces the traceability of malicious insid-
ers. Supposing a cyber breach has been made, security analysts need a cyber-physical
perspective to understand how relevant factors (e.g., safety-enhancing mechanisms and
human behaviors) affect the outcomes of potential attacks, and how the consequences
vary with time, location, and other physical context. One also need to consider non-
safety-critical risks (e.g., degradation of service) together with safety-critical risks.

Existing approaches for security and safety analysis only partially fulfil such needs.
In particular, while the FMVEA analysis in Section 3.1 provides a systematic way to
examine individual components and reason about both the consequence (effect) and
the likely cause, we see a clear need to further improve its support for analyzing more
complicated causes (e.g., those spanning both cyber and physical domains and involv-
ing multiple stages) and consequences (e.g., those could be resulted from manipulation
of multiple components in a coordinated manner). In comparison, while the attack tree
analysis in Section 3.2 allows one to conveniently construct different possible combina-
tions of attack sequences, it provides little aid and guidance in systematically analyzing
the consequence of the attacks or exploring all potential attacks. Some safety standards
for electronic systems (e.g., the automotive standards ISO26262 [20]) are already de-
fined in a more extensible way that allows the inclusion of physical (such as mechanical)
aspects. However, most existing ones (e.g., those from EN 5012X Series) often treat the
physical aspect as “out of scope”.

Hence, we need a cyber-physical integrative approach to address the two challenges
in threat prioritization and physical consequences of cyber breaches. In particular, ana-
lyzing the security of urban railway systems requires the consideration of many differ-
ent cyber and physical factors. Multiple approaches and techniques are often needed to
fulfil the purpose, which calls for a framework to tie different parts in a consistent and
meaningful way. Fig. 4 illustrates a new framework that we are working on to integrate
various security assessment results. The proposed framework is inspired by existing
methods on risk analysis, such as [21]. As shown in the center of Fig. 4, the analysis
will be anchored around a possible failure / threat mode induced by cyber breach (e.g.,
the manipulation of the LMA), or a set of such modes. The left hand side of Fig. 4
shows various attack sequences that lead to the cyber breach, which are enriched with
more details about relevant information. Specifically, different attack steps are mapped
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Fig. 4. Analyzing railway systems security with an integrative cyber-physical approach.

to either cyber or physical domain. As shown by the dashed edges, each attack step
further associates with various system and attacker properties, which can be integrated
to estimate the overall attack likelihood. On the right hand side of Fig. 4, the physi-
cal consequences of the cyber breach are evaluated based on an impact model (e.g.,
through high-fidelity simulation) that considers physical context, as well as various cy-
ber / physical procedures, measures, safety requirements, and human factors. A unified
view of the cyber and physical domains, as provided in Fig. 4, can contribute to a more
thorough security analysis of railway systems. It can also potentially enable the use of
quantitative metrics to better understand the scenarios.

We envision such a framework can address the two challenges we highlight earlier
by providing the capabilities for “cross-over” analysis for cyber-physical threats and
multi-factor analysis for physical consequences.

Analysis of “cross-over” attacks in the cyber and physical domain. Threats from
physical attacks will continue to be of primary concern in urban transportation systems,
especially in regions where control on weapons and explosives are relatively weak.
Nevertheless, threats from the cyber space are increasingly yielding alternative and of-
ten complementary means to physical attacks.

Our new framework aims to provide an integrative way to analyze attacks, by ex-
plicitly associating attack steps to properties like requirement on attackers’ proxim-
ity (physical or via a network), the knowledge or tools necessary to cause harm, and
the level of attribution that may be possible to discourage an attack. For example, if a
would-be attacker needs to be physically on a train at the time of the incident to dis-
rupt a CBTC/signaling system, this scenario may be less risky than another scenario
where an attacker remotely hacks into passengers’ laptops or mobile phones and causes
a train disruption. While our approach focuses on the threat modes, it also can be ex-
tended to model the typical operational processes and information flows in the system
and analyze their implications on the system’s security level (e.g., similar to [16]).

Multi-factor analysis of physical consequences. Unlike cyber attacks on ICT sys-
tems that target information, attacks on urban railway systems often target passengers
and physical assets, with an aim to cause safety hazards or widespread panics. Hence,
our proposed framework incorporates detailed analysis of the physical impact of cy-
ber breaches. High-fidelity modeling and simulation are needed to understand how the



consequences change as a function of the time, location, and various cyber-physical re-
silience measures and response procedures. More empirical data is needed to back up
any assumption or model used. The long term effects of such attacks on the railway
system as a whole are also largely unexplored. We plan to incorporate realistic traffic
models for human passengers in urban transit systems into our framework. This will
strengthen security analysts’ capabilities of understanding the consequences of such
attacks [22]. In addition, we will develop methodologies and tools to incorporate em-
pirical data, as well as advanced modeling and simulation techniques to estimate the
potential physical consequences and correlated or cascading effects under different at-
tack scenarios.

5 Conclusion

While the importance of cybersecurity in urban railway systems has become increas-
ingly recognized, the exact roadmap to ensuring it is still largely an open problem. To
shed some light into this topic, we examine two concrete examples of cyber-intensive
systems in urban railway environments. One is a communications-based train control
system, which is a modernized form of a classic safety-critical system. The other is a
mobile app that provides transit information to commuters, which is a good example
of how new information and communications technologies change the way critical in-
formation is propagated between systems and users. We use these two urban railway
scenarios to illustrate the strengths of two widely adopted methods (FMVEA and at-
tack trees), and potential gaps present in leveraging them to analyzing cybersecurity
of urban railway systems. Our study highlights the need for a cyber-physical perspec-
tive in order to understand the cross-domain attack and defense, as well as complicated
consequences of cyber breaches in physical domains.

To address the complex security engineering challenges in these safety-critical cyber-
physical systems, we believe new security assessment methods and tools are needed. We
outline a new framework for analyzing failure and threat modes that can link together
attack and impact analysis, and embed the analysis in both cyber and physical domain
contexts. We plan to further refine and apply this framework as part of our future work
on urban railway security.
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